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Some people are born watch designers: Enrico 
Margaritelli represents the third generation of an 
Italian family of passionate watchmakers. A love 
of detail and the cult of mechanical engineering 
were instilled in him by his grandfather Ariodante, 
who invented high precision instruments and 
timepieces for military use during the First and 
Second World Wars. From his family, Margaritelli 
has inherited his love of hand craftsmanship, 
a strong work ethic, the careful choice of materials, 
and an attention to detail that makes the difference. 
Always.

His love of beautiful motorcycles and mechanical 
engineering is reflected in the timepieces designed 
by Margaritelli, who has come a long way since 
starting out in the family shop in Parma. In his 
outstanding career, he collaborated with Fossil 
and Emporio Armani before going on to create 
the independent brands Soviet and Key West.

In 2013, Margaritelli established the CT Scuderia 
brand. CT as in ContaTempo, or timepiece in Italian, 
created for people who live life, like him, in a 
dimension of speed and elegance. 
The expert watchmaker has infused the brand with 
a powerful personality expressed by sporty features 
and the inimitable classic creativity of Italian design.

History

The superiority of Italian design 
and the impeccable elegance 
of CT Scuderia are the fruit 
of a true passion for everything 
beautiful and dynamic
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No watch interprets the aesthetic of speed better 
than a CT Scuderia Cafe Racer. An unprecedented 
collection of unique timepieces that resolutely 
combine the rigour of Swiss construction, 
the elegance of Italian design, and the inspiration 
of classic English motorcycles.

The excitement aroused by cafe racers and their 
exclamatory style merge man and motorcycle in a 
lifestyle made of speed and pronounced individuality. 
This is the fuel that powers Margaritelli’s unique 
dream, like the custom specials brought to life 
by a master mechanic’s hands.

The masculine character of a CT Scuderia Cafe 
Racer reveals its uniquely Italian sense of beauty, 
so that all you need are a leather jacket, a pair of 
sunglasses and the right shoes (leave your boots 
in the garage for once) to be world ambassadors. 
The metal, the sophisticated finishes and the leather 
strap as soft and elegant as a racing glove tell the 
story of a highly personal style that has been refined 
with passing time. It is the style of a man who is 
always ready to start his engine and set off, curious 
to know what lies around the next bend, who he’ll 
meet at the next bar, and where the next stage 
in his journey will take him. 

Cafe Racer concept

CT Scuderia timepieces reflect 
the underlying aesthetic of 
competition motorbikes and 
a taste for aggressive styling. 
An instant classic for people 
with a lifestyle that is indifferent 
to passing fashions, for the 
modern gentleman with a strong 
passion for quality, and for 
those who like to share it with 
the people they gather around 
themselves
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2. Dial race inspired

Iconic assets

1. Three-piece steel case with 
    crown and pushers at 12 or 6 h.

The unique feature of the crown and pushers 
give the timepiece the authoritative imprint 
of a stopwatch. Only CT Scuderia watches 
have real interchangeable functional screws.

A quick glance that doesn’t distract from 
the pleasure of driving: CT Scuderia’s dials 
and hands are inspired by the instruments 
fitted to classic racing motorbikes and 
sports cars.

Designed in Italy, 
built in Switzerland

Big numbers matter. 
A glance is all it takes 
to fall in love with the clean, 
timeless racing graphics
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4. Case back

Iconic assets

3. Leather strap

The class can be found hiding 
in the details, like the strong strap 
handmade from supple leather and 
double stitched with cotton thread.

For people who love the beauty 
of mechanical engineering, nothing 
is more exciting than an engine’s gear 
wheels or a watch’s mechanism in full 
view. That’s why each CT Scuderia 
automatic watch has the see-through case 
back framed by the Italian tricolour motif, 
iconic detail of all CT Scuderia watches.

The tricolour motif is a statement 
of Italian made sportiness.
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The Corsa chronograph has the unmistakable design of a 
stopwatch, the absolute ruler of racing and its dominant force. 
The blue and red pushers at 12 o’clock tell the story of a legendary 
age of track heroes, who risked and won with only themselves 
and their mechanical vehicles to count on. 

The white dial and big numbers capture lap times at a glance. 
The 44 mm case is easily detached from the leather strap so 
that the Corsa can be worn on a neck chain.



Corsa

CWEJ00219

Chrono quartz
Stainless steel case
Black leather strap

Corsa

CWEJ00119

Chrono quartz
Black ion plated case
Black silicon strap

Corsa

CWEJ00519

Chrono quartz
Stainless steel case
Stainless steel bracelet

Corsa

CWEJ00419

Chrono quartz
Rose gold ion plated case
Brown leather strap
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STEEL CHRONOMETER CASE 
The three pieces of the 44 mm 
diameter, 13.5 mm thick case are 
held together by 12 screws, like 
the frame of a vintage motorcycle

SWISS MADE MOVEMENT
Three indicators and maximum 
precision from the Swiss Made 
RONDA 3520 D quartz movement, 
protected by the screw-in case 
back with a tricolour motif

CROWN AND RING 
AT 12 O’CLOCK
At the top of the case are the 
interchangeable screw-down release 
and stop pushers and the crown 
with ring. Sapphire crystal glass

PREMIUM STRAP
The rapid release mechanism lets 
you switch and swap between a 
fine Italian leather strap (smooth or 
lightweight), a steel bracelet or a 
strong and super light silicone band



Powerful, bold and unmistakable, it boasts an Italian name, 
design and colours. The Scrambler represents an absolute novelty 
and a turning point, because it is the first CT Scuderia watch 
to have a square-shaped case. 

The collection takes its name from the storied scrambler, 
i.e. the on and off road motorcycle created on the West Coast 
of America in the 1960s. Suited to city center streets, but ready 
to venture onto unpaved desert and mountain tracks, this 
is the spirit of the Scrambler chronograph.



Saturno

CWEF00319

Chrono quartz
Black ion plated case
Black leather strap

Saturno

CWEF00119

Chrono quartz
Stainless steel case
Black silicon strap

Saturno

CWEF00219

Chrono quartz
Rose gold ion plated case
Black silicon strap

Saturno

CWEF00419

Chrono quartz
Black ion plated case
Black leather strap
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STEEL CHRONOMETER CASE
For the Scrambler Saturno, strength 
is the square-shaped, 44 x 42 mm, 
13.5 mm thick three-piece steel 
case, with three finishes: copper, 
steel and black

BOLD CHARACTER
The precision of the Swiss Made 
RONDA 3520 D quartz movement 
is protected by a case held together 
by 12 screws, water resistance to 10 
ATM-100 meters, and the solidity 
of the sapphire crystal glass

SCUDERIA ITALIA, 
EXTRA BOLD STYLE
The tricolour pushers at 12 o’clock 
and the red and green chronograph 
hands and dials pay tribute to extra 
bold Italian style. A quick glance 
is all it takes to check the time 
in the heat of the action

PREMIUM STRAP
The rapid release mechanism lets 
you switch and swap between a 
fine Italian leather strap (smooth or 
lightweight), a steel bracelet or a 
strong and super light silicone band



The BULLET HEAD collection by CT Scuderia revisits 
the cafe racer and heritage racing aesthetic from the golden 
age of the race track through four iconic versions: 

Dashboard with “Miles per Hour” lettering, inspired by the 
graphic design of rev counters and speedometers on racing 
motorbikes and sports cars; Chequered Flag, enhanced by the 
iconic racing motif; Carbon Fiber, lightweight by definition; 
and Saturno, with its signature CT Scuderia design. 
For the modern gentleman and motor sports lover.



Dashboard 

CWEK00219

3 hands automatic
Black ion plated case
Black silicon strap

Dashboard 

CWEK00319

3 hands automatic
Black ion plated case
Dark brown leather strap

Dashboard 

CWEK00519

3 hands automatic
Stainless steel case
Stainless steel bracelet

CAFE RACER STYLE  
Only the Bullet Head Dashboard 
faithfully replicates the graphic design 
of vintage speedometers with the double 
contrasting number scale. Like a true 
custom special motorbike, the Bullet 
Head stands out for the black screw-
down crown at 6 o’clock

STEEL CASE
The Bullet Head’s three-piece case, 
held together with a total of 12 screws, 
is made of steel like the tubular 
frames of cafe racers. A full 44 mm 
in diameter and 14 mm thick, it is 
waterproof to 10 ATM - 100 meters

SWISS MADE 
AUTOMATIC MOVEMENT
The see-through screw-in case back 
reveals the LANDERON DP 18 
automatic movement that drives three 
high visibility hands: the seconds 
indicator is embellished by the red 
CT Scuderia logo

PREMIUM STRAP
The rapid release mechanism 
lets you switch and swap between 
a  fine Italian leather strap (smooth 
or lightweight), a steel bracelet or a 
strong and super light silicone band, 
here in the brand new tyre-tread 
racing-oriented design
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Saturno 

CWEG00319

Chrono quartz
Rose gold ion plated case
Black silicon strap

Saturno 

CWEG00219

Chrono quartz
Black ion plated case
Black fabric strap

Saturno 

CWEG00119

Chrono quartz
Stainless steel case
Black leaather strap

Saturno 

CWEG00619

Chrono quartz
Stainless steel case
Stainless steel bracelet

Saturno 

CWEG00519

Chrono quartz
Rose gold ion plated case
Dark brown leather strap
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Carbon Fiber 

CWEI00119

Chrono quartz
Black carbon fiber case
Black leather strap

Check Flag 

CWEH00219

Chrono quartz
Rose gold ion plated case
Black silicon strap

Check Flag 

CWEH00119

Chrono quartz
Stainless steel case
Brown leather strap

Check Flag 

CWEH00419

Chrono quartz
Stainless steel case
Stainless steel bracelet

Check Flag 

CWEH00319

Chrono quartz
Black ion plated case
Black leather strap

Carbon Fiber 

CWEI00419

Chrono quartz
Black carbon fiber case
Black ion plated bracelet

Carbon Fiber 

CWEI00319

Chrono quartz
Black carbon fiber case
Brown leather strap
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Every minute matters, every detail on the Touring automatic 
timepiece - with its gran turismo-style elegance, fitted with
the LANDERON DP 18 automatic movement - is important.

Simple, clear and direct, like the voice of an internal combustion 
engine. The dial graphics, with the double concentric scale for 
hours and seconds, are visible at night too. The date window 
on the special Testa Piatta version is at 12 o’clock. 
If life is a race, you never want to stop.
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SWISS MADE 
AUTOMATIC MOVEMENT
The Touring Coda Corta by CT 
Scuderia has a see-through screw-in 
case back, revealing the LANDERON 
DP 18 automatic movement inside

THREE-PIECE CASE
Like the bodywork of a 1950s gran 
turismo automobile: the polished 
40 and 44 mm diameter steel case 
has a three-piece construction. 
Water resistant to 10 ATM-100 
meters, with a screw-in case back 
featuring an enamel tricolour motif 
and sapphire crystal glass

HIGH VISIBILITY DIAL
The double concentric scale, the 
extra-bold hands and the BarLumi 
Bright Night Vision indicators 
contrasting with the blue dial 
are all high visibility

PREMIUM STRAP
The rapid release mechanism lets 
you switch and swap between a 
fine Italian leather strap (smooth or 
lightweight), a steel bracelet or a 
strong and super light silicone band

Coda Corta

CWEE00319

3 hands automatic
Black ion plated case
Black silicon strap

Coda Corta

CWEE00119

3 hands automatic
Stainless steel case
Dark brown leather strap

Coda Corta 

CWEE00519

3 hands automatic
Stainless steel case
Stainless steel bracelet



Testa Piatta

CWED00319

Quartz 3 hands
Two tone case
Brown leather strap

Testa Piatta 

CWED00219

Quartz 3 hands
Two tone case
Black leather strap

Testa Piatta 

CWED00419

Quartz 3 hands
Black ion plated case
Black silicon strap

Testa Piatta 

CWED00519

Quartz 3 hands
Stainless steel case
Stainless steel bracelet
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